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ABSTRACT 21 

The Maghlaq Fault is a large, left-stepping normal fault (displacement >210m) cutting 22 

the Oligo-Miocene pre- to syn-rift carbonates of SW Malta. Two principal slip zones 23 

separate the deformed rocks of the fault zone from the undeformed wall rocks. Fault 24 

rocks derived from fully lithified, pre- to early syn-rift sediments comprise relatively 25 

continuous fine-grained veneers of cataclasite and localised fault-bound lenses of wall 26 

rock, occurring over a range of scales, which are commonly brecciated. The lenses 27 

result from the linkage of slip surfaces, the inclusion of asperities and the formation of 28 

Riedel shears within the fault zone. In contrast, fault rock incorporated from 29 

unlithified syn-rift sediments comprise relatively continuous veils of rock that 30 

deformed in a ductile manner. Anomalously thick parts of the fault zone with highly 31 

complex structure and content are associated with breached relay zones, branch-lines 32 

and bends; these structures represent progressive stages of fault segment linkage. The 33 

progressive evolution and bypassing of fault zone complexities to form a smoother 34 

and more continuous active fault surface, results in complex fault rock distributions 35 

within the fault zone. Segment linkage structures have high fracture densities which 36 

combined with their significant vertical extents suggest they are potentially important 37 

up-fault fluid flow conduits. 38 

 39 

200 WORDS 40 

 41 

Keywords: branch-line, fault zone, fluid flow, relay, segment linkage. 42 
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1. Introduction 44 

An appreciation of the spatial heterogeneity of fault zones is a prerequisite for 45 

constructing conceptual models of fault zone structure and is fundamental to an 46 

understanding of the mechanical and hydrological behaviour of faults. Despite the 47 

importance of outcrop-scale observational constraints, few detailed studies of the 2D 48 

and 3D structure of normal fault zones within carbonate successions dominated by 49 

massive limestones are available within the published literature. This paucity of data 50 

is partly attributable to the difficulty of identifying and examining faults within thick 51 

and homogeneous limestone sequences and to the often relatively poor preservation 52 

potential of faults in limestones, sometimes arising from the operation of karstic 53 

processes. In this article, we provide a detailed description of the internal architecture 54 

of the Maghlaq Fault, a normal fault zone in southwest Malta, which offsets a Tertiary 55 

pre- to syn-rift carbonate succession by a minimum of 210m. There is near-continuous 56 

exposure of the footwall to the Maghlaq Fault over a 4km long coastal outcrop. The 57 

hangingwall is preserved for 2.5km and coastal inlets provide numerous cross-58 

sections through the fault zone.  Detailed field mapping on to aerial photographs was 59 

carried out at 1:4000 and, locally, at 1:200 scales to characterise the heterogeneity in 60 

structure and content of the Maghlaq Fault Zone.  61 

The tectonic setting and stratigraphic framework of the study area are outlined 62 

in the following section. A summary of the main characteristics of the Maghlaq Fault 63 

is then followed by a consideration of the along strike variability of the basic structure 64 

and content of the fault zone and the nature of fault rocks. Building on the description 65 

of the basic fault zone structure, we then describe several large-scale fault 66 

complexities which represent elements of anomalous fault zone structure; namely 67 

relay zones, branch-lines and bends. These structures are considered in terms of the 68 

fault zone processes active during growth of the Maghlaq Fault. Finally, we discuss 69 
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the structure of the Maghlaq Fault in terms of the generic permeability structure of 70 

fault zones in carbonate successions and speculate about the potential implications for 71 

subsurface fluid flow. 72 

 73 

2. Geology of the Maghlaq Fault 74 

2.1. Tectonic setting 75 

The Maltese Islands are situated on the northern flank of the WNW-ESE 76 

striking Pantelleria Rift system (Reuther and Eisbacher, 1985), also known as the 77 

Strait of Sicily Rift (Finetti et al. 1984; Cello et al. 1985). The Pantelleria Rift is an 78 

elongate fault-controlled trough within the foreland of the Sicilian Apennine-79 

Maghrebian thrust and fold belt (Hill and Hayward, 1988; Pedley, 1990) (Fig. 1). The 80 

largest faults in the Pantelleria Rift accommodate throws of >2km (Fig. 2) and are 81 

associated with the development of a stepped seafloor topography and the opening of 82 

three exceptionally deep troughs: the Malta Trough, the Linosa Trough and the 83 

Pantelleria Trough, in which the seafloor bathymetry exceeds 1km in depth (Jongsma 84 

et al. 1985). The major development of the Pantellaria Rift took place during Plio-85 

Quaternary times, when displacement rates far outstripped sedimentation rates within 86 

the central parts of the basin (Dart et al. 1993). The uplift of the northern rift flank 87 

(i.e., the present-day Maltese Archipelago) from the Miocene onwards, together with 88 

a falling sea-level, resulted in the emergence of the islands during early Messinian 89 

times (Pedley, 1987a). 90 

The Maghlaq Fault has a maximum displacement of >210m, making it the 91 

largest displacement fault outcropping in the archipelago. In contrast to the majority 92 

of faults in Malta which strike ENE-WSW, the Maghlaq Fault strikes WNW-ESE 93 

(Fig. 2) and is the only major fault of the Maltese Islands with a Pantelleria Rift trend 94 
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(Figs 1 and 2). Although the two sets of faults are nearly orthogonal, analysis of fault-95 

related changes in sediment thickness, imaged on offshore 2D seismic data, reveals a 96 

shared four stage tectono-sedimentary history for the Miocene-Quaternary Periods 97 

(Fig. 3), as follows: (a) pre-rift phase (>21 Ma); (b) early syn-rift phase (21-6 Ma) 98 

characterised by minor fault-controlled thickness changes and the development of 99 

neptunian dykes; (c) late syn-rift phase (<5 Ma) during which major fault growth took 100 

place and localised basin depocentres and areas of non-deposition evolved; and (d) 101 

post-rift phase (probably <1.5 Ma; Dart et al. 1993). 102 

 103 

2.2. Stratigraphic Framework 104 

The stratigraphy of the Maltese Graben system consists of five main litho-105 

stratigraphic units that represent a relatively simple Oligo-Miocene pre- to syn-rift 106 

succession (Fig. 3; Pedley, 1990; Dart et al. 1993). The nature of the individual 107 

formations, their moderate thickness changes and lateral variations across the islands 108 

have been documented by previous workers (e.g. Bennett, 1980; Pedley, 1978; 1987a; 109 

1987b; 1990; 1996; 1998; Pedley et al. 1976; Pedley and Bennett, 1985). At the base 110 

of the exposed succession are the Oligocene (Chattian) Lower Coralline Limestones, 111 

which can be up to 1000m thick (Pedley et al. 1976), although only the uppermost 112 

140m are exposed in the Maltese Archipelago (Fig. 3). The outcropping limestones 113 

predominantly comprise pale yellow biomicrites at their lowermost exposures, 114 

conformably overlain by massively bedded coralline algal limestones, representing 115 

sedimentation in restricted gulf to open-marine conditions (Pedley 1978). Near the top 116 

of the succession, deposition in a shallow marine shoal environment gave rise to 117 

cross-bedding of coarse bioclastic limestones (Pedley et al. 1976). 118 
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Overlying the Lower Coralline Limestone is the Aquitanian to Serravallian 119 

age Globigerina Limestone Formation (Fig. 3), a relatively uniform succession of 120 

yellow to grey-white coloured, biomicritic wackestones and marls that may attain 121 

thicknesses of >200m. These limestones largely consist of massive units of poor-122 

moderately consolidated planktonic foraminifera (globigerina) and pteropods (Pedley, 123 

1978) and represent a deepening to outer shelf conditions (Bennett, 1980). Occasional 124 

marker horizons occur in the form of brown phosphoritic conglomeratic layers (<0.7m 125 

in thickness) which overlay well-developed hardgrounds (Pedley and Bennett, 1985). 126 

A major lithological transition occurs at the top of the Globigerina Limestone, 127 

where biomicrites grade over 1m into globigerinid marls at the base of the Blue Clay 128 

Formation (Fig. 3). On Malta, the Blue Clay consists of up to 65m of pale grey-green 129 

banded clays which predominantly consist of kaolinite and glauconite, with <30% 130 

carbonate material (Pedley et al. 1976; Pedley and Bennett, 1985). The Blue Clay is 131 

interpreted as sediment deposited within an open muddy marine environment with 132 

water depths of about 150m during the mid- to late Serravalian (Pedley et al. 1976). 133 

Capping the Blue Clay, is a very poorly cemented, dark blue-green bioclastic 134 

glauconitic limestone known as the Greensand Formation (Pedley, 1978), which is 135 

rarely greater than 1m thick throughout Malta. The presence of intense bioturbation 136 

within this Tortonian age unit indicates that it was deposited in shallow marine 137 

conditions (Pedley et al. 1976; Dart et al. 1993). 138 

The uppermost outcropping unit of the Maltese stratigraphy is the Late 139 

Tortonian to Messinian age Upper Coralline Limestone Formation (Fig. 3). The 140 

succession comprises three depositional units which show a transition from coralline 141 

algal biostrome facies at the base to coral and algal patch reefs and finally to platform 142 

and slope facies at the top of the formation (Pedley, 1987b; Bosence and Pedley; 143 
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1982). These represent the principal syn-faulting depositional packages which show 144 

marked changes in both facies-type and thickness across the fault (Dart et al. 1993). 145 

The flat-lying footwall outcrops predominantly consist of massive Lower 146 

Coralline Limestone, which varies from a hard, low porosity-low permeability 147 

mudstone (Maghlaq Member), to bioclastic wackestones and packstones (Xlendi and 148 

Attard Members; Pedley 1993). Inland, the Lower Coralline Limestone is capped by 149 

the Globigerina Limestone, and in sporadic flat-topped hills the remainder of the 150 

Miocene strata is preserved. Local stratigraphic thickness determinations derived from 151 

the footwall succession are given in Fig. 3. 152 

The hangingwall of the Maghlaq Fault, exposed over the westernmost 2.5km 153 

of the fault outcrops, predominantly consists of well-bedded calciturbidites and inter-154 

sand shoals belonging to the Upper Coralline Limestone (Dart, 1991). The absence of 155 

exposures of pre-rift strata in the hangingwall precludes the determination of absolute 156 

displacements. However, on the basis of stratigraphic thicknesses within the direct 157 

footwall of the fault local to Ghar Lapsi, a minimum displacement of 210m can be 158 

calculated (Figs 3 and 4).  159 

 160 

2.3. Timing and conditions of faulting 161 

Using fault-related stratigraphic thickness changes identified on 2-D seismic 162 

data, Dart et al. (1993) proposed two periods of normal fault activity in the Pantelleria 163 

Rift: (a) an early syn-rift phase (21-6 Ma); and (b) a late syn-rift phase (<5 Ma; Fig. 164 

3). The early and late syn-rift sediment packages in the Pantellaria Rift are 165 

approximately 4 and 9 times thicker, respectively, than onshore Malta. Across the 166 

Maghlaq Fault, sequence thickening and associated variations in sedimentary facies of 167 

the Upper Coralline Limestone Formation reflect Tortonian-Lower Messinian age 168 
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displacements of the late syn-rift phase (Dart et al. 1993; Pedley, 1987b). Burial of the 169 

underlying lithologies in the hangingwall, precludes the confirmation of a probable 170 

early syn-rift movement history. 171 

The most recent age for significant displacements on the Maghlaq Fault is 172 

given by late Pleistocene-Holocene age alluvial fanglomerates (Pedley, 1993), which 173 

overlie an erosion surface at several places along the fault scarp. Where the fans cross 174 

the fault, they are offset by a few tens of centimetres. Neotectonic fault movements 175 

along the Maghlaq Fault or other faults in the Maltese Archipelago have not been 176 

reported. 177 

Although thick post-Miocene marine successions are found offshore (Dart et 178 

al. 1993), Pliocene sediments are absent onshore, and thin, patchy Quaternary marine 179 

deposits are restricted to the northwest and southeast extremes of Malta. The presence 180 

of caves and karstic surface depressions containing Pleistocene bones of land-181 

dwelling mammals (Pedley et al. 1976) and the lack of significant sediment 182 

thicknesses suggest that, similar to the Hyblean Mountains of SE Sicily, post-183 

Messinian Malta remained emergent to the present day (Martyn Pedley, written 184 

communication, 2002). Based on the total thickness of the exposed footwall 185 

stratigraphy above the level of the present-day outcrop of the Maghlaq Fault (Fig. 3), 186 

the burial depth during the Miocene is therefore unlikely to have been more than 187 

300m. 188 

Previous studies have highlighted the importance of pressure solution as a 189 

deformation mechanism in fault zones in limestones, particularly during fault 190 

nucleation (Odonne and Massonat, 1992; Willemse et al. 1997; Peacock et al. 1998; 191 

Graham et al. 2003). The lack of any discernible structures indicative of pressure 192 
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solution processes (e.g. stylolites and veins) along the Maghlaq Fault is attributed to 193 

faulting at a very shallow crustal level. 194 

 195 

3. Main characteristics of the Maghlaq Fault 196 

The overall geometry of the Maghlaq Fault is that of a left-stepping, en-197 

echelon normal fault array. Relatively straight, 1-2 km long fault segments, which 198 

strike WNW-ESE and dip 60º-75º SSW, have orthogonal separations of 50-400m 199 

(Fig. 4). These segments are linked (or in some cases are conjectured to link offshore) 200 

by short sections of the fault that strike approximately E-W or ENE-WSW, forming 201 

fault bends at Ix-Xaqqa, Ras Hanzir and Ras il-Hamrija (Fig. 4). 202 

The Maghlaq Fault Zone, sensu stricto, is a clearly defined zone of intensely 203 

deformed rocks, 5-40m wide, separated from less deformed hangingwall and footwall 204 

rocks by a pair of major slip zones. The hangingwall bounding slip zone is marked by 205 

strongly sheared Upper Coralline Limestone sediments, ranging 2-10m in thickness, 206 

containing a fault-parallel planar foliation defined by elongate ribbons of fine and 207 

coarse-grained sediment. The footwall fault zone boundary is defined by planar, 208 

polished Lower Coralline Limestone slip surfaces, coated with a veneer of fine-209 

grained cataclasite (Sibson 1977). Movement striations, corrugations and polish marks 210 

on the footwall slip surface and on internal fault-bound lenses range in pitch from 75º 211 

ESE to perfectly dip-parallel, indicating that the normal displacement has a minor 212 

sinistral component. 213 

Between Ix-Xaqqa and Ghar Lapsi, the hangingwall bedding dips 10-20ºS and 214 

is cut by several antithetic and synthetic faults (Fig. 5a; section A-A’). Antithetic 215 

faults terminate into a distributed zone of ductile deformation where they approach 216 

the main fault zone. This geometry is consistent with the Upper Coralline Limestone 217 
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being unlithified, or partially lithified, at the time of deformation (Maltman, 1994). 218 

Towards the east, the dip of the hangingwall bedding steepens to about 40ºS, due to 219 

normal drag along the fault. This steepening is accompanied by increasing structural 220 

complexity of the hangingwall.  At In-Neffiet (Fig. 4), the sediments are locally 221 

overturned, dipping sub-vertically towards the north and are displaced by a north-222 

dipping low-angle thrust fault. Similar deformation has been recorded in the 223 

hangingwalls of growth faults in the Gulf of Suez rift (Gawthorpe et al. 1997). The 224 

presence of a recumbent fold in moderately inclined hangingwall calci-turbidites at Il-225 

Miqtub (Fig. 4) suggests that drag along the fault resulted in a southward dipping 226 

topography, causing local gravity collapse and slumping of unconsolidated Upper 227 

Coralline Limestone sediments. 228 

 229 

4. Fault rock types and distributions 230 

To record the along strike variation in the internal architecture of the fault 231 

zone, sections were constructed at 9 stations by projecting data from cliff sections and 232 

exposures within gullies over strike-parallel distances of 1-100m on to vertical planes 233 

(Fig. 5). The locations of sections (Fig. 5a) allow the principal characteristics and 234 

internal variability of the fault zone to be assessed on a lateral scale of tens to 235 

hundreds of metres. 236 

Fault rocks derived from each offset stratigraphic unit, from the Lower 237 

Coralline Limestone to the Upper Coralline Limestone, are observed along the studied 238 

outcrops. The different fault rocks are stacked in the stratigraphic order of their parent 239 

wall rocks, although the fault rock stratigraphy is rarely complete. Fault rocks occur 240 

mainly as extensive sheets covering large parts of the fault surface or occur within, or 241 

associated with, well-defined lenses. The type and distribution of fault rock varies 242 
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between the different source lithologies. Here we describe the character, typical 243 

occurrence and variability in thickness of the fault rock components derived from 244 

each of the four offset units in stratigraphic order. The spatial variation of the different 245 

fault rock components is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6. The largest fault zone 246 

thickness variabilities can be related to large scale (>100m) irregularities in the fault 247 

trace which are described in a later section. 248 

 249 

4.1. Lower Coralline Limestone 250 

The immediate footwall of the Maghlaq Fault is cut by mm-scale offset 251 

deformation bands oriented sub-parallel to the main fault (Fig. 7a). The deformation 252 

bands occur in arrays extending up to 15m into the footwall, with the highest 253 

frequencies of bands occurring closest to the principal fault. Analysis of the spacings 254 

of the deformation bands indicates that they are uniformly distributed, with mean 255 

frequencies of 6-17 per metre. The arrays contain clusters 0.1-0.2m wide, where 256 

deformation band frequencies reach 55 per metre. The ±20º variability in the strike of 257 

the deformation bands, coupled with their close spacing, results in a high degree of 258 

connectivity. 259 

Individual deformation bands are generally <1.5mm wide and are defined by a 260 

zone of comminuted angular bioclasts within a micritic matrix, bounded on one or 261 

both sides by a connected system of discrete shears (Fig. 7a)., Cataclasis of the 262 

moderately porous Lower Coralline Limestone results in a decrease of the porosity of 263 

the limestone within the deformation bands, in the same manner as occurs within 264 

deformation bands in high porosity sandstones (Aydin and Johnson, 1978). 265 

Deformation band arrays are absent or very poorly developed over significant 266 

areas of exposed limestone in the direct footwall of the Maghlaq Fault. The widest 267 
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arrays occur at Il-Miqtub (≥15m wide; Fig. 5a; section F-F’) and Ras il-Hamrija (15m 268 

wide; Fig. 5a; section G-G’), where a large lens of Lower Coralline Limestone is 269 

bounded by two principal traces of the Maghlaq Fault (Fig. 4) that are relatively 270 

closely spaced (approximately 60 and 85m respectively). These wide deformation 271 

band arrays reflect the higher internal strains of the lens, which is also shown by a 272 

small rotation (<5º) of bedding in sympathy to the fault displacement (i.e. towards the 273 

SSW). 274 

The footwall slip surface of the Maghlaq Fault is a pronounced, and frequently 275 

cliff-forming, polished and striated surface (Fig. 7b). Beneath the fault surface is a 276 

hard, very fine-grained, low-porosity cataclasite up to 30mm thick that has a sharp 277 

contact with the parent rock (Fig. 7c) Fault breccia, as defined by Sibson (1977), is 278 

rare within the fault zone but occurs particularly at branch-lines between slip surfaces 279 

(Fig. 6). The breccias are moderately-strongly cohesive and range from coarse 280 

breccias, containing cm-scale highly angular clasts (Fig. 7d), to microbreccias 281 

containing sub-angular to sub-rounded fragments. All breccias exhibit a moderate to 282 

high degree of porosity. 283 

Lens-shaped slivers of intact Lower Coralline Limestone occur within the fault 284 

zone (Figs. 6 and 8a). The preserved lenses, which have strike-parallel lengths of 3m 285 

to 40m, are derived from the footwall. Limited measurements of the dimensions of 286 

these lenses from the Maghlaq Fault and smaller faults elsewhere in Malta indicate 287 

that the average lens length is about11 times the thickness, and the dip dimensions are 288 

1.2 to 2.2 times the length. 289 

Moderate internal deformation of the lenses, principally that of progressive 290 

flattening and elongation parallel to fault dip, is accommodated by steep, sometimes 291 

oversteepened (and therefore thrust-like), Riedel shears (Fig. 8b). Additionally, 292 
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localised internal shear strain, in sympathy with the fault displacements, is 293 

accommodated by intense microfracturing, generally oriented parallel and 294 

perpendicular to the slip direction. This type of deformation has only been detected in 295 

lenses containing rare less-competent beds within the Lower Coralline Limestone. 296 

Lenses become brecciated or are intensely fractured by minor faults, where they taper 297 

to a thickness of a few decimetres at their fringes (Fig. 8c). The lateral fringes of the 298 

lenses, which represent minor branch-lines within the fault system where slip surfaces 299 

coalesce, are generally oriented parallel or sub-parallel to the slip direction (Fig. 8a 300 

and 8c). 301 

For a given field measurement of the total fault zone thickness, the thickness 302 

of individual lithological components can be compared to a predicted thickness, TLITH, 303 

based on the assumptions that all lithologies displaced past a point contribute equally 304 

to the fault zone and displacement is constant along the fault trace, as depicted in Fig. 305 

5b. Although an over-simplification, this analysis highlights the variability of fault 306 

zone components. Notably it shows that where the fault zone is very thick, Lower 307 

Coralline fault products (lenses, breccia and cataclasite) occur on all outcrops of the 308 

Maghlaq Fault (Fig. 5c), but in general only ever comprise up to 25% of the total fault 309 

zone content, even though Lower Coralline Limestone comprises up to 50% of the 310 

total faulted succession. As described later, only at major complexities in the fault 311 

structure do Lower Coralline fault products contribute a significantly larger 312 

proportion of the fault content. 313 

 314 

4.2. Globigerina Limestone 315 

Globigerina Limestone is preserved in the fault zone as intensely deformed 316 

sheets that directly overly the Lower Coralline Limestone. Owing to its high porosity 317 
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and low inter-granular strength, the Globigerina Limestone has predominatly 318 

fragmented by the development of a network of deformation bands with associated 319 

localised granulation and grain comminution. This has resulted in fault breccias 320 

containing sub-rounded clasts up to 20cm long within a fine-grained matrix of 321 

granulated Globigerina Limestone (Fig. 9a). 322 

Fault rock derived from the Globigerina Limestone is generally preserved in 323 

lensoid pods, restricted to the furrows of the corrugated footwall slip surface (Fig. 9b). 324 

Where measurable, the corrugations have strike-parallel lengths of 2 to >10m and 325 

amplitudes of 1 to 3m. We interpret the corrugations to result from the displacement 326 

of Lower Coralline Limestone lenses, which were incorporated within the fault zone 327 

by the coalescence of overlapping footwall slip surfaces or by shearing off of 328 

asperities from the footwall (Childs et al. 1996a,b; Ferrill et al. 1999). Outside of the 329 

corrugations, Globigerina Limestone fault rock is scarce, probably because it is friable 330 

material and was easily removed by the subsequent displacement of the Blue Clay and 331 

Upper Coralline Limestone down the fault. For this reason the Globigerina Limestone 332 

fault rocks are distributed erratically along the fault, as shown in Fig. 5c and Fig. 6. 333 

 334 

4.3. Blue Clay 335 

The Blue Clay Formation represents 40-86% of the exposed fault zone within 336 

the central part of the Maghlaq Fault trace between Ras Hanzir and Ras il-Hamrija 337 

(Fig. 5a; sections D-D’, E-E’, F-F’ and G-G’). It reaches a maximum thickness of 338 

22.5m at Ras Hanzir, where the basal contact of the Blue Clay with the underlying 339 

Globigerina Limestone can be seen within the fault zone (Fig. 5a; section D-D’). The 340 

Blue Clay is relatively undeformed in these areas, but green-blue depositional 341 

laminations in the sediment can be rotated approximately 30º towards the hangingwall 342 
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of the fault, as at Ras Hanzir and Ras il-Hamrija. Despite the large thickness of Blue 343 

Clay within the fault zone in the eastern exposures, the exposed thickness of Blue 344 

Clay along the western extent of the fault is <1m, such that no clay occurs within the 345 

fault zone at Ix-Xaqqa (Fig. 5a; section A-A’); although a data gap of 0.75m exists 346 

within this section, it occurs stratigraphically below the Blue Clay. In the absence of 347 

reverse movement within the fault zone, for which there is no evidence, the gap must 348 

represent eroded Globigerina Limestone. The extreme variability in clay thickness, 349 

represented schematically in Fig. 6, is best seen at Ras Hanzir (Fig. 5a). Here, the 350 

Blue Clay thickness varies from 0-22.5m over a 170m strike length of the fault (Fig. 351 

5a; sections B-B’, C-C’ and D-D’). Relative to the predicted thickness, TLITH, the Blue 352 

Clay is over-represented in the fault zone by a factor of 2-4 times, but where the fault 353 

zone is narrow the Blue Clay is absent. 354 

 355 

4.4. Upper Coralline Limestone 356 

The Upper Coralline Limestone sediments provide a continuous fault rock 357 

component along the length of the fault (Fig. 5c). They comprise a highly sheared 358 

belt, 2-10m wide, which is intensely foliated and separated from the less-deformed 359 

hangingwall by a discrete shear surface, or by a high strain zone (<0.5m wide) where 360 

the hangingwall beds are dragged and attenuated into parallelism with the fault (Fig. 361 

6). Scarce remnants of the Greensand Formation outcrop sporadically as a 362 

discontinous layer along this contact, rotated parallel to the fault zone (Fig. 5a, section 363 

F-F’). 364 

 365 
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5. Fault zone complexities 366 

The Maghlaq Fault is a relatively simple structure over most of its length, 367 

comprising two principal slip surfaces that bound deformed rocks arranged in 368 

stratigraphic order from footwall to hangingwall. Areas of more complex geometry 369 

are located at branch-lines and at bends in the trace of the fault. These are interpreted 370 

to be sites of linkage of fault segments that were initially arranged in an en-echelon 371 

geometry. Below we present descriptions of a breached relay zone, branch-lines and 372 

mature fault bends which give rise to anomalous areas of complex fault zone structure 373 

along the Maghlaq Fault. Although similar complexities exist on normal faults of all 374 

sizes, their detailed characteristics are rarely described. The superb exposure afforded 375 

by the coastal outcrops along the length of the Maghlaq Fault, allow for both the 376 

analysis of fault zone structure and the interpretation of processes associated with its 377 

evolution. 378 

 379 

5.1. Breached Relay Zone 380 

At Tal-Gawwija (Fig. 4), part of a highly deformed rock volume between two 381 

overlapping fault segments of the Maghlaq Fault is exposed at the level of the basal 382 

contact of the Globigerina Limestone with the Lower Coralline Limestone (Fig. 10). 383 

The faults have a perpendicular separation of approximately 50m, between which the 384 

upper Lower Coralline Limestone contact defines a gently west-southwest dipping 385 

ramp. Although displacement variations on the hangingwall ramp-bounding fault 386 

cannot be demonstrated, the footwall fault displacement diminishes from about 30m, 387 

at the western edge of the relay ramp outcrop, to 7m approximately 180m to the ESE. 388 

These observations and the highly faulted nature of the ramp support our 389 

interpretation that the structure represents a highly deformed relay ramp, that is most 390 
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probably breached off-shore (Fig. 10a; Peacock and Sanderson 1994; Childs et al. 391 

1995; Walsh et al. 1999). 392 

The gross strike and dip of the relay ramp is broadly 170/07 WSW, defined by 393 

a best-fit surface of the Lower Coralline Limestone upper contact. Locally the Lower 394 

Coralline Limestone contact dips 15-45º SSW within decimetre-scale blocks bound 395 

by minor synthetic and antithetic faults within the relay ramp (Fig. 10b). The synthetic 396 

faults are common along the margins of the relay ramp and dip 53-89º SSW (average 397 

= 68º). In contrast, the antithetic faults dip 14-69º NNE (average = 39º) and are 398 

particularly well-developed within the centre of the relay ramp, where they comprise a 399 

hard-linked network (Fig. 10b). Synthetic faults accommodate near-pure dip-slip 400 

displacements (average lineation azimuth = 199º), whilst the antithetic faults 401 

consistently have a right-lateral slip component, on average trending 22.5º clockwise 402 

of the fault dip (average lineation azimuth = 043º). Antithetic faults account for 403 

approximately 70% of the extension accommodated in the ramp, and the maximum 404 

observed displacement of 5m is associated with an antithetic fault. A single cross-405 

cutting relationship has been observed, where an antithetic fault with 5m displacement 406 

is offset 0.5m by a synthetic fault. 407 

Synthetic ramp faults have similar dips to the ramp bounding faults and to 408 

synthetic faults outside the relay ramp. We suggest, therefore, that the synthetic faults 409 

have not rotated significantly as their dips are similar to the bulk shear plane of the 410 

fault zone. Poles to the synthetic and antithetic fault sets are asymmetrically 411 

distributed about the poles to bedding within the relay ramp (Fig. 10c). However, 412 

when layering within the rotated block is restored to horizontal and the antithetic 413 

faults are rotated by the same transformation, the two fault sets are broadly 414 

symmetrically distributed about the poles to bedding. This indicates that the antithetic 415 
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faults initiated as moderately dipping structures (average restored dip = 64º) and were 416 

subsequently passively rotated to shallower angles between the synthetic ramp faults. 417 

Oblique slip on the antithetic faults account for the fault parallel components of relay 418 

ramp dip. 419 

In the proximity of the Tal-Gawwija relay ramp, bedding surfaces are present 420 

in the Lower Coralline Limestone, but have vertical spacings of 2-15m. Unlike relay 421 

ramps in strongly anisotropic multilayered rocks, where ramp rotation can be 422 

accommodated to a large extent by flexural slip along layering (Walsh et al. 1999), 423 

relay ramps in relatively massive successions must achieve a coherent deformation 424 

primarily through slip on different fault sets. The highly faulted nature of the relay 425 

ramp is consistent with data from other faults in Malta indicating that, relative to their 426 

displacements, fault frequencies (faults.m-1) within breached relay ramps can be 1-2 427 

orders of magnitude greater than elsewhere along the lengths of individual faults. The 428 

average common intersection orientation between the intra-relay faults (synthetic and 429 

antithetic), relay ramp bedding and ramp-bounding faults is 11/295 (Fig. 10c). This 430 

geometrical configuration provides a coherent means of ramp deformation by the 431 

intersection of opposed-dipping (synthetic/antithetic) fault sets within the plane of 432 

bedding-parallel slip surfaces. The precise details of the deformation are complex, but 433 

the overall WSW ramp dip is likely to result from a combination of fault-parallel 434 

rotations, which accommodate displacement transfer between fault segments, and 435 

local block rotations resulting from normal-oblique-dextral slip on the antithetic 436 

faults. 437 

 438 
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5.2. Branch-lines 439 

 Following the usage of Boyer and Elliot (1982), we refer to a branch-440 

line as the line of intersection between two segments of a multi-strand fault (see 441 

Walsh et al. (1999) for 3-D examples associated with normal faults). The plunge and 442 

azimuth of the branch-line depends on the relative orientations of the intersecting 443 

faults and may range in attitude from horizontal to a maximum plunge equal to the dip 444 

of the steeper fault. With fault exposures up to 40m high, the study area provides an 445 

excellent opportunity to examine several steep to sub-vertical plunging branch-lines. 446 

Here we describe the architecture of two examples. 447 

 448 

5.2.1. Branch-line at Ras il-Hamrija 449 

Between Halq it-Tafal and Denb il-Baghal, the Maghlaq Fault comprises two 450 

principal fault traces, with a maximum separation of ca 100m (Fig. 4). At the Ras il-451 

Hamrija sea inlet, the 20m wide fault zone of the southernmost of the two principal 452 

fault traces is intersected by a minor, east-northeasterly trending fault (throw = 9-453 

25m), which links to the northernmost principal fault trace (Figs 4 and 11a). The 454 

minimum estimate of displacement on the northern and southern principal traces of 455 

the Maghlaq Fault are approximately 37m and 105m, respectively. The linking fault is 456 

tentatively interpreted as an abandoned relay-breaching fault (Peacock and Sanderson 457 

1994; Childs et al. 1995; Walsh et al. 1999); the relay zone was finally breached along 458 

a fault 120m to the east-southeast of the branch-line, now seen as a bend in the fault 459 

trace (Fig. 11a). 460 

The branch-line between the linking fault and the southern fault trace is well 461 

exposed in 25m high cliffs, where the cliff surface is the footwall surface of the 462 

southern principal fault (Figs 11a and 11b). The principal footwall fault surface has 463 
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been downthrown to the SE by the intersecting minor fault, giving a plan view offset 464 

of 4m (Fig. 11a, inset). By contrast the hangingwall slip surface of the fault zone is 465 

not offset, suggesting that it post-dates the formation of the branch-line, or the minor 466 

fault terminated within the major fault zone. The step in the footwall fault surface is 467 

filled with a moderately plunging (62/189) columnar wedge of coarsely brecciated 468 

Lower Coralline Limestone, with a subordinate volume of Globigerina Limestone 469 

breccia near the base (Fig. 11b).  Near the top of the cliff, where erosion is subdued, a 470 

wedge of intensely brecciated footwall Lower Coralline Limestone, with a maximum 471 

horizontal length of about 8m, completely in-fills the step within the master fault 472 

surface. The breccia comprises angular clasts of Lower Coralline Limestone, 1mm-473 

10cm long, which define a weak shape fabric dipping 55º-65º west at the accessible 474 

level of the outcrop. Although the breccia is cohesive, it maintains a fracture porosity 475 

of up to 5%. 476 

In the proximity of the branch-line, two directions of fault slip occur on the 477 

southern principal fault surface. From over-printing relationships, the earlier features 478 

are metre-scale wavelength, low amplitude (ca 10cm) corrugations that pitch around 479 

75º-80° ESE (Fig. 11c), oriented sub-parallel to the branch-line. These are post-dated 480 

by fine scratch and polish marks that plunge 65º-70° ESE. Although striations were 481 

not observed on the main intersecting fault, lineations on footwall splays to this fault 482 

indicate pure dip-slip to oblique WSW movement (Fig. 11c), accounting for the 483 

lateral offset of the principal fault across the branch-line. A minimum throw of 8.6m 484 

on the intersecting fault is necessary to obtain the observed 4m lateral offset of the 485 

principal fault, assuming a pure dip-slip displacement. 486 

 487 
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5.2.2. Branch-line at Halq it-Tafal 488 

A complex branch-line is exposed in the footwall of the main Maghlaq Fault 489 

surface in sea-cliff exposures, reaching nearly 30m high, at Halq it-Tafal (Figs 4 and 490 

12a). The main east-southeast trending (118° strike) Maghlaq Fault is intersected at a 491 

very acute angle (9°) by a footwall fault (109° strike) (Fig. 12a). Throws on the 492 

footwall and hangingwall faults are 65-90m and >129m, respectively. 493 

Unlike the previous example, the intersection line of the two fault planes 494 

cannot be observed at Halq it-Tafal. Instead, the branch-line is marked by extensive 495 

brecciation (minimum thickness = 5m), extending along strike of the fault zone for 496 

90m (Fig. 12a and 12b). Poor outcrops preclude delineation of the complete extent of 497 

the breccia into the footwall. However, given the intensity of the deformation, we 498 

conjecture that brecciation occurs throughout a triangular wedge within the apex of 499 

the intersecting faults. To the west, the breccia sheet pinches out to reveal a smooth 500 

fault surface of the western fault plane (Fig. 12a). To the east, the breccia ends 501 

abruptly, in a series of sheets that inter-finger with intensely fractured Lower 502 

Coralline Limestone. As the branch-line is approached from the ESE, the dip of the 503 

Lower Coralline Limestone increases from sub-horizontal to 24º WNW (Fig. 12b) and 504 

is increasingly disrupted by synthetic and antithetic faults with centimetre to metre-505 

scale throws, illustrating the high strain at the branch-line. 506 

Fault breccia associated with the branch-line is cohesive and contains angular 507 

to moderately rounded clasts, with diameters of a few mm to several cm. Pore spaces 508 

within the breccia are not occluded by cements, so that high porosities are preserved. 509 

The breccia is overprinted by a weak fabric defined by minor slip surfaces and a 510 

spaced fracture foliation oriented similarly to the footwall fault (Fig. 12c). 511 

Additionally, a narrow east-southeasterly dipping fault zone cutting across the centre 512 
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of the wedge reworks and displaces the breccia by about 3m (Figs 12b and 12c), 513 

accommodating localised slip sub-parallel to the branch-line. 514 

Two slip directions are present in the vicinity of the Halq it-Tafal branchline 515 

(Fig. 12c). One lineation is defined by subtle corrugations (wavelength=<1m; 516 

amplitude=<0.1m) and polish marks that plunge steeply to the east (average = 517 

61/201). A second slip direction is defined by gutter marks (Hancock and Barka, 518 

1987), fine striations and polish marks that plunge less steeply towards the east 519 

(average = 56/181). Cross-cutting relationships can be observed immediately west of 520 

the breccia wedge, indicating that the shallower lineation is younger. This lineation 521 

overprints the breccia wedge, indicating that it post-dates fault linkage (Fig. 12b). 522 

 523 

5.2.3. Branch-line kinematics 524 

Cross-cutting fault striations on the Maghlaq Fault have only been observed 525 

within approximately 100m of the two major branch-lines, described above. We 526 

suggest that the presence of two sets of striations indicates a change in the local fault 527 

kinematics during the formation and subsequent modification of the branch-line. In 528 

the Ras il-Hamrija example, the coincidence between the branch-line orientation and 529 

that of the earliest preserved slip lineation on the principal fault (Fig. 11c) is 530 

interpreted to indicate that the branch-line kinematically constrained the fault slip 531 

direction, albeit transiently. Later fault striations that plunge more shallowly than the 532 

branch-line probably reflect a return to the far-field slip direction, as the influence of 533 

the branch-line became subdued by fault zone processes and/or by the abandonment 534 

of the branch-line. 535 

 The occurrence of two slip orientations and their cross-cutting relationships in 536 

the vicinity of the Halq it-Tafal branch-line (Fig. 12c) is remarkably similar to the Ras 537 
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il-Hamrija example (Fig. 11c) and also lends itself to an interpretation in which the 538 

earlier lineation is kinematically controlled by the branch-line and the later lineation 539 

reflects a return to the regional slip direction. The earliest slip lineation preserved 540 

would, in this interpretation, reflect the average branch-line orientation between the 541 

hangingwall fault (mean orientation=118/60 SSW) and the footwall fault, which 542 

strikes 109º. The dip of the latter is unknown, but for our interpretation to be correct 543 

could range between 56º and 62º, close to the modal fault dip value of 60º measured 544 

along the Maghlaq Fault. 545 

When faults of different orientation coalesce, the initial branch-line becomes 546 

the axis of a bend on the modified normal fault surface (Fig. 13a). The range of 547 

possible angular bend/branch-line orientations is a function of the relative attitudes of 548 

the two intersecting faults (Figs. 13a, 13b and 13c) and may range from horizontal, 549 

resulting from two parallel but unequally dipping faults, to steep, where the degree of 550 

plunge is only limited by the dip of the steepest intersecting fault. In the case of faults 551 

with relatively steep dips, the branch-line may plunge towards or away from the 552 

direction of fault convergence (Figs. 13a and 13c). Given the large range of possible 553 

branch-line orientations that could occur (Fig. 13c), the fact that the Ras il-Hamrija 554 

and Halq it-Tafal examples are oriented sub-parallel to the approximately N-S (007º) 555 

far-field slip direction of the Maghlaq Fault (Dart et al. 1993) suggests that they form 556 

in relatively stable kinematic configurations. Other minor branch-lines at Ix-Xaqqa 557 

(Fig. 4) are oriented parallel or sub-parallel to the far-field slip direction, as are fault 558 

zone lens margins (Fig. 8) and fault surface corrugations (e.g. Il-Miqtub; Fig. 9).  559 

The presence of a sharp bend on a fault surface at a branch-line represents a 560 

physical obstacle to fault slip in directions other than parallel to the bend axis and, if 561 

large enough, may cause fault slip to re-orient parallel to it, at least temporarily. Strain 562 
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compatibility problems (e.g. dilation and volume loss) about the angular bend at the 563 

branch-line intersection would be minimal if the slip direction parallels the bend axis. 564 

However, a bend oblique to the slip direction of the fault would represent either an 565 

asperity to slip or a dilational bend. With increasing displacement, these are likely to 566 

succumb to mechanical erosion, or would be in-filled by fault products, allowing the 567 

fault slip direction to return to the far-field slip direction.  Despite the small mismatch 568 

between the branch-line orientations and the far-field slip direction at the two large 569 

branch-lines described (5-10º), significant strain compatability problems occurred as 570 

evidenced by the large breccia volumes generated adjacent to each. 571 

 572 

5.3. Fault Bends 573 

Distinct bends in the trace of the mainly ESE striking Maghlaq Fault are 574 

defined by E-W striking portions, such as at Ras Hanzir and Ras il-Hamrija (Fig. 4), 575 

which together define a left-stepping fault trace. The shorter, more E-W striking 576 

portions are interpreted as footwall breaching faults arising from the growth and 577 

failure of relay ramps between left-stepping fault segments (Childs et al. 1995; Ferrill 578 

et al. 1999). Bends along the Maghlaq Fault are therefore interpreted as the examples 579 

of long-established points of segment linkage. It follows that the fault bends represent 580 

mature branch-lines. 581 

 582 

5.3.1. Fault Bend at Ras Hanzir 583 

At Ras Hanzir, the trace of the footwall slip surface changes in strike from 584 

approximately 100º to 060º over 200m, defining a sharp footwall bend (Fig. 14a). 585 

Between the apex of the bend and about 100m to the east, are a series of lens-shaped 586 

lozenges of Lower Coralline Limestone (Fig. 14c). These range in scale from metres 587 
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to decametres: the larger lenses measure 30-50m parallel to the fault strike, up to 5m 588 

thick and, prior to erosion, would have exceeded the vertical height of the cliff 589 

exposures (>35m)(Fig. 14c). These E-W striking lenses overlap in a left-stepping 590 

sense about the western part of the bend (Fig. 14a). The apparent flat-topped nature of 591 

the lenses is interpreted as the contact of the Lower Coralline Limestone with the less 592 

resistant (now eroded) Globigerina Limestone. A decrease in the elevation of these 593 

flat tops towards the apex of the bend (i.e. southwesterly) therefore reflects an 594 

increase in the displacement of the lenses. A lens of highly deformed Globigerina 595 

Limestone on the bend apex represents the furthest travelled lens (Fig. 14a and 14c). 596 

The fault trace defined by the hangingwall of the lenses is more smoothly curved than 597 

that of the footwall (Fig. 14a), indicating that the angularity of the fault has been 598 

decreased by the mechanical erosion of the footwall limestones into lenses and by 599 

their subsequent internal deformation and translation in the fault zone. The poles to 600 

the curved footwall fault surface at Ras Hanzir plot as a great circle on a stereonet, 601 

oriented 090/19N (Fig. 14c), indicating that the fault bend approximates a 602 

cylindrically curved surface (Fig. 14b). A near-constant slip azimuth about the bend 603 

of 70/180 is achieved by a systematic change in the lineation pitch, from 71ºE in the 604 

west, to 67ºW in the east. This slip direction is very similar to the 007º far-field 605 

extension direction determined by Dart et al. (1993). The development of the 606 

cylindrical fault bend axis in the orientation of the regional slip direction maintains 607 

strain compatibility while reducing surface area, hence frictional resistance to fault 608 

slip. 609 

 610 
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5.3.2. Fault Bend at Ras il-Hamrija 611 

 A similar, but less accessible, example of a fault bend outcrops in the sea cliffs 612 

approximately 100m east of Ras il-Hamrija (Fig. 4 and 11a). Here the main trace of 613 

the Maghlaq Fault changes in strike from approximately 130º to 80º. A decametre-614 

scale scoop-shaped lens, derived from the footwall Lower Coralline Limestone and 615 

Globigerina Limestones, occupies the apex of the bend (Fig. 15). The lens is 616 

approximately 65m wide, 20m thick and >35m high and has been displaced vertically 617 

8-10m along the footwall slip surface. The lens appears to have undergone some 618 

rotation in sympathy with the fault displacement, indicated by the 30-40ºS dip of the 619 

Lower Coralline contact with the Globigerina Limestone, revealed by partial erosion 620 

of the less resistant, younger limestone. However, deformation of the lens appears less 621 

intense than at Ras Hanzir, with only one other lens being partially exposed lower 622 

down in the cliff face (Fig. 15). 623 

 624 

6. Discussion 625 

This discussion considers three main questions. What were the fundamental 626 

controls on the development of the structure and content of the Maghlaq Fault Zone 627 

during its growth? How does the Maghlaq Fault Zone differ from other faults and 628 

what factors are responsible for these differences? Finally, how might the 629 

heterogeneous nature of the structure and content of fault zones, as observed in the 630 

Maghlaq Fault, influence fluid flow in similar fault systems? 631 

 632 

6.1. Development of the Maghlaq Fault Zone  633 

The absence of faults of similar orientation and size close to the Maghlaq Fault 634 

suggest that its individual segments formed as elements of a coherent fault array 635 
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(Walsh et al. 2003). The systematic arrangement of the segments as a left-stepping 636 

array suggests an underlying basement control on their locations. We suggest that the 637 

Maghlaq Fault formed by upward propagation during early extension, associated with 638 

the development of the Pantelleria Rift during Burdigalian times (Dart et al. 1993). 639 

The breached relay, branch-lines and bends documented here illustrate 640 

progressive stages of linkage between the individual strands of a segmented normal 641 

fault (e.g. Peacock and Sanderson 1991, 1994; Childs et al. 1995, 1996a; Ferrill et al. 642 

1999; Walsh et al. 1999, 2003) and most of the structural complexities of the Maghlaq 643 

Fault can be explained in these terms. Elevated strains occur within relay zones to 644 

accommodate ramp rotation (e.g. the relay ramp at Tal-Gawwija). Eventually strain 645 

within the relay zone can no longer be accommodated by ramp deformation and the 646 

relay zone becomes breached by linkage between the two bounding faults to form a 647 

through going fault (Peacock and Sanderson 1991; Childs et al;. 1995).  The site of 648 

the former relay zone is preserved as a bend or dog-leg on the trace of the new 649 

continuous fault (e.g. Ras Hanzir and Ras il-Hamrija). The axis of the bend in the 650 

fault surface is unlikely to be oriented exactly parallel to the overall fault slip vector 651 

and the bend will therefore remain a focus for high strain. This fault surface 652 

irregularity can be removed by minor modification of the active slip surface, as for 653 

example the footwall of the fault bend at Ras Hanzir, or by creation of a new linking 654 

fault to form a fault bounded lens, as in the case of Ras il-Hamrija. 655 

Progressive breaching of relay ramps, straightening of fault bends and removal 656 

of fault irregularities gives rise to complex and anomalously wide fault zones. These 657 

processes reduce the overall active trace length of the fault and smooth fault surfaces. 658 

These modifications both reduce the frictional resistance to slip on the fault surface 659 
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and the requirement for volumetric strains associated with fault sidewall 660 

incompatibility. 661 

There are no intact relay ramps along the exposed trace of the Maghlaq Fault 662 

but fault bends representing the sites of large scale relay zones (100m separation) are 663 

still apparent. There is however an absence of distinct fault segments spaced <50m. 664 

While it might be possible that segmentation did not occur on the smaller scale, we 665 

consider it far more likely that segment boundaries with low separations were 666 

consumed into the fault zone at displacements significantly lower than that at the 667 

present day. The many lenses that occur within the fault zone (e.g. Fig. 8) represent 668 

possible sites of former segment boundaries on all scales below 50m. There are few 669 

means of establishing whether a lens within a fault zone formed by breaching of a 670 

segment boundary or by the shearing off of an asperity on an already through-going 671 

fault. In certain circumstances it may be possible to differentiate on the basis of 672 

structural position, e.g. the lenses on the fault bend at Ras Hanzir probably formed by 673 

modification of the footwall of a through going fault. In most cases the distinction 674 

between these two alternatives will be vague in that much fault surface irregularity 675 

will be inherited from the initial segmented character of the fault. Once a lens has 676 

been incorporated within a fault zone, it may be dissected into smaller lenses by the 677 

formation of Riedel shears (Fig. 8b) and the lens margins, effectively branchlines 678 

between slip surfaces, become sites of intense brecciation (Fig. 8c).  679 

We contend that the major structures within the footwall Lower Coralline 680 

Limestone exposures developed during the initial 100-160m of displacement, prior to 681 

the juxtaposition of the unlithified hangingwall sediments. The range in these 682 

displacements reflects the height of the outcropping fault exposures with respect to 683 

the level of the Blue Clay in the hangingwall. We suggest that once the Lower 684 
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Coralline Limestone was juxtaposed against the Blue Clay and Upper Coralline 685 

Limestone, it was energetically preferable for asperities to be accommodated by 686 

continuous deformation of the low yield strength hangingwall sediments rather than 687 

by the creation of new fractures in the lithified footwall. Therefore, at this time, the 688 

footwall deformation would have effectively ceased following segment linkage and 689 

lens formation at locations such as the Ras Hanzir bend. Following linkage of the 690 

segments, the Blue Clay and Upper Coralline Limestone Formations deformed by 691 

macroscopic ductile flow, attenuating into sheets of fault rock. 692 

 693 

6.2. Comparison to other fault zones 694 

Some previous studies of faulted carbonate rocks have highlighted the crucial 695 

role of pressure solution processes in all aspects of faulting, e.g. fault nucleation 696 

(Willemse et al. 1997; Peacock et al. 1998; Graham et al. 2003), the accommodation 697 

of volumetric strains (Odonne and Massonat, 1992), especially displacement gradients 698 

around fault tips (Petit and Mattauer, 1995), and the removal of asperities to fault slip 699 

(Gratier and Gamond, 1990; Childs et al. 1996a). The absence of features associated 700 

with significant pressure solution processes in the Maghlaq Fault Zone, at the exposed 701 

level, is attributed to the very shallow burial depths at the time of faulting, although 702 

we consider it highly likely that these processes played an important role at deeper 703 

levels. The lack of pressure solution and the relatively massive nature of the 704 

Globigerina Limestone and Lower Coralline Limestone, which diminishes the 705 

likelihood of flexural slip, restricts the manner in which strain can be accommodated 706 

and favours deformation by small-scale fracture processes. Possible manifestations of 707 

this are the extensive deformation band arrays in more highly strained areas of the 708 

footwall and the development of Riedel shears (Fig. 8c) and microfractures within 709 
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fault lenses. Furthermore, the paucity of vein material and fault rock cements in the 710 

Maghlaq Fault Zone, contrasts with other faults in limestone where pressure solution 711 

processes have been demonstrated to be the predominant source of the vein material 712 

(Gratier et al. 1993) and accounts for the highly porous appearance of breccias within 713 

branch-lines. 714 

 715 

6.3. Implications for fault-related fluid flow 716 

With the exception of the Blue Clay Formation, the faulted strata contain 717 

intervals of moderate to highly porous rock. Therefore, neglecting the content of the 718 

fault zone, the relative juxtaposition of lithologies other than the Blue Clay would, in 719 

general, favour across-fault fluid flow. Only where the Blue Clay is present would the 720 

arrangement of wall rocks provide a juxtaposition seal that might retard or prevent 721 

across-fault flow (Nybakken, 1991). The Blue Clay is, however, a significant 722 

component of the fault zone and its presence along the majority of the exposed fault 723 

trace suggests that it forms an extensive and continuous fault rock layer. In sub-724 

surface fluid flow systems the presence of the Blue Clay would be expected to retard 725 

flow, either by forming a low permeability barrier to across-fault fluid flow or, in the 726 

case of hydrocarbon flow, by defining an impermeable membrane to across-fault flow 727 

(due to the typically high entry pressures of clays; Nybakken, 1991; Manzocchi et al. 728 

1992). However in the western end of the fault trace, Ix-Xaqqa and central Ras 729 

Hanzir, Blue Clay fault rock is absent. At these localities the fault displacement is 730 

about 4 times the clay bed thickness. Clay fault rock continuity data collected from 731 

siliciclastic sequences suggests, however, that clay smears are often continuous for 732 

displacement:source layer thickness ratios of ~7 or less (Lindsay et al. 1993; Yielding 733 

2002). The reason for the local absence of Blue Clay at relatively low 734 
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displacement:thickness ratios (~7) is not understood, but it may arise from local 735 

geometrical effects of the fault or from issues relating to the rheological properties of 736 

the faulted sequence or the deformation conditions associated with faulting. 737 

 At depths below the level of the Blue Clay in the hangingwall, the content of 738 

the fault zone must comprise fault products derived from the Lower Coralline 739 

Limestone, with or without Globigerina Limestone. The Globigerina Limestone is 740 

highly porous and the Lower Coralline Limestone contains porous intervals, therefore 741 

a juxtaposition seal over a significant vertical extent is unlikely. However, fine-742 

grained cataclasites that coat the polished principal slip surfaces within the Lower 743 

Coralline Limestone-derived fault products (Figs 7b and c) have extremely low 744 

porosities and, we presume, low permeabilities. Their low permeability combined 745 

with their relatively continuous distribution over the fault surface provides some 746 

potential for a decrease in across-fault flow. 747 

The presence of internally fractured lensoid volumes of Lower Coralline 748 

Limestone and Globigerina Limestone within the fault zone suggests potential for 749 

along-fault fluid flow particularly around the fractured and brecciated fringes of 750 

lenses. Our limited data from the Maghlaq Fault and elsewhere in Malta suggests that 751 

the lenses tend to have long axes parallel to their dip direction, with their intersections 752 

parallel to the slip direction, imparting a strong up-fault fracture anisotropy. 753 

The potentially most significant areas for fluid flow within the fault zone are 754 

the sites of fault segment linkage (breached relays, branch-lines and bends) which 755 

correspond to areas with the largest thicknesses of fractured rock. In 3-dimensions, 756 

the linkage structures can extend vertically to a branch-point, or sub-horizontal 757 

branch-line where the fault tip-line originally bifurcates (Childs et al. 1995; Huggins 758 

et al. 1995; Ferrill et al. 1999; Walsh et al. 1999). It follows that they can represent 1-759 
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dimensional conduits of considerable vertical extent, oriented broadly parallel to the 760 

fault slip direction. These structures therefore have great potential for tapping deep-761 

seated fluid reservoirs. Indeed, localised up-fault flow of hydrothermal ore fluids 762 

within breached relay zones and branch-lines is recognised as an important control on 763 

the location of carbonate-hosted Zn-Pb(-Ba) deposits in the Irish orefield (Carboni et 764 

al. 2003) and are likely to be important elsewhere. Similarly, in hydrocarbon systems, 765 

these structures may represent migration fairways, as shown by Garden et al. (2001), 766 

but may also correspond to potential leakage points. Recognition of the depth at 767 

which the fault initially bifurcates is critical in the assessment of the potential for up-768 

fault fluid flow. In general, the greater the separation of the original fault segments 769 

linked by the relay, branch-line or bend, the deeper the tip-line bifurcation point 770 

extends.  771 

 772 

7. Conclusions 773 

1. The Maghlaq Fault formed within a carbonate succession at shallow burial 774 

depths (<250m). The rocks are not affected by pressure solution and maintain 775 

significant fault rock porosity. 776 

2. The large-scale structure of the Maghlaq Fault Zone is interpreted to have 777 

evolved through linkage of an initially left-stepping, segmented normal fault. Fault 778 

zone heterogeneities demonstrate stages in the breaching of relay zones at fault 779 

segment boundaries with increasing displacement. 780 

3. The fault zone comprises lenses of variably deformed rock bound by discrete 781 

slip surfaces over a broad range of scales. The lensoid geometry is due to the 782 

breaching of relay zones and fault segment linkage, the inclusion of asperities and the 783 

development of minor slip surfaces within the fault zone (e.g. Riedel shears). 784 
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4. Fault rock distribution varies from Lower Coralline Limestone derived 785 

cataclasites, found over the whole fault surface, to localised breccia pods derived from 786 

Globigerina Limestone, reflecting differences in the degree of lithification of the wall 787 

rock units at the time of faulting. 788 

5. The fault rocks, derived from fully lithified sediments at the time of faulting, 789 

comprise fine-grained veneers of cataclasite and coarse poorly cemented breccias. 790 

Breccia development is largely associated with branchlines between connecting faults 791 

in response to volumetric strains due to non-colinearity of fault branch-lines and slip 792 

vectors. 793 

6. Deformation of the Lower Coralline Limestone in the footwall to the fault 794 

zone is restricted to locally developed arrays of cataclastic deformation bands. These 795 

arrays may reach several metres in width where fault segments overlap. 796 

7. Fault rock distribution suggests that in general the Maghlaq Fault will provide 797 

a barrier to across fault flow, but a conduit to fault parallel flow. Up-fault flow is 798 

especially likely at areas of fault heterogeneity. 799 
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 939 

 940 

Figure captions 941 

 942 

Fig. 1. Map of the central Mediterranean region showing the location of the Maltese 943 

archipelago with respect to the Pantelleria Trough and Maghrebian-Apennine thrust 944 

and fold belt (after Dart et al. 1993). 945 

 946 

Fig. 2. Map showing the locations of major normal faults in the Maltese islands 947 

together with an interpretation of 2-D seismic lines from the northern part of the 948 

Pantelleria Rift, both from Dart et al. (1993). The Maghlaq Fault is located on the SW 949 

coast of Malta and represents the most northerly extent of the Pantelleria Rift fault 950 

trend. Horizon contoured for two-way time (seconds; 1sec ≈ 1km). 951 

 952 
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Fig. 3. Tectono-stratigraphic log of the Oligocene-Quaternary age sediments of the 953 

Maltese archipelago (modified from Dart et al. 1993). Stratigraphic thickness ranges 954 

are given for onshore Malta and values in parentheses are local thicknesses, measured 955 

by Pedley (1993) from the mapped geology in the footwall of the Maghlaq Fault. EP. 956 

denotes ‘Epoch’, with P-H representing Pleistocene to Holocene age, which is 957 

otherwise referred to as Quaternary in the text. 958 

 959 

Fig. 4. Geological map of the Maghlaq Fault study area. Individual members of the 960 

stratigraphic formations are not distinguished on the map. Topographic contour 961 

intervals are in metres. Grid references are in UTM coordinates (datum: WGS84, 962 

projection: NUTM33). 963 

 964 

Fig. 5. (a) Simplified map of the Maghlaq Fault Zone indicating positions of fault 965 

zone sections A-A’ to I-I’. The fault zone, defined by well-defined shear boundaries, 966 

is indicated beneath each section by a bar. (b) Schematic diagram illustrating 967 

parameters used to calculate predicted fault zone lithology thickness, TLITH. (c) Plot of 968 

true thickness/predicted thickness for each fault zone lithology vs total fault zone 969 

thickness measured in the field. Section C-C’ is not represented due to uncertainty 970 

regarding the maximum fault zone thickness at this locality. 971 

 972 

Fig. 6. Schematic 3-D diagram illustrating the main characteristics of the internal 973 

structure of the Maghlaq Fault Zone at the current exposure level. The principal 974 

features illustrated are as follows: (i) Footwall Lower Coralline Limestone is 975 

relatively undeformed outside the fault zone, apart from areas close to the fault that 976 

are sporadically affected by arrays of deformation bands, particularly near fault 977 
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irregularities. (ii) Lenses of footwall Lower Coralline Limestone are incorporated into 978 

the fault zone. The lenses typically show internal deformation by Riedel shears and 979 

they are intensely brecciated where they thin towards their margins. (iii) Overlapping 980 

lenses of footwall-derived limestone are derived by the mechanical attrition of an 981 

angular bend (formerly a branch-line). (iv) Highly brecciated footwall limestone 982 

defines a branch-line between major fault segments. (v) Highly discontinuous lenses 983 

of deformed Globigerina Limestone. (vi) Blue Clay fault zone component is 984 

characterised by rapid thickness changes but relatively high continuity within the fault 985 

zone. (vii) Highly continuous hangingwall shear zone comprising deformed Upper 986 

Coralline Limestone. (viii) Moderately dipping hangingwall Upper Coralline 987 

Limestones contain slumps and minor antithetic faults. It should be noted that the 988 

fault slip direction is slightly oblique to the dip direction, as indicated by the small 989 

disparity in the arrows (slip direction) and the dashed lines (dip direction) on the fault 990 

surface. Although an approximate scale is presented, the structures shown can occur 991 

over a range of scales within an individual fault system. 992 

 993 

Fig. 7. Faulted Lower Coralline Limestone. (a) Fault-related deformation bands in the 994 

footwall at Ras il-Hamrija (see Fig. 4 for location). The shears are more resistant than 995 

the host Lower Coralline Limestone and therefore weather as prominent ridges. (b) 996 

Prominent Lower Coralline Limestone fault surfaces of the Maghalq Fault which 997 

constitute resilient sea cliffs between Tal-Gawwija and Ras il-Hamrija (see Fig. 4). 998 

Cliff height is 30-40m. (c) Photomicrograph of the sharp boundary between fine 999 

grained, cataclastically deformed Lower Coralline Limestone fault rock and the 1000 

relatively undeformed protolith. (d) Highly porous Lower Coralline Limestone 1001 

breccia comprising coarse angular fragments. The compass-clinometer is 10cm long. 1002 
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 1003 

Fig. 8. Lower Coralline Limestone lenses within the Maghlaq Fault Zone. (a) Photo-1004 

montage of lens formed by coalescence of overlapping slip surfaces at Ix-Xaqqa. The 1005 

lens is elongate down dip and is bound by steeply plunging branch-lines, of similar 1006 

orientation to the slip striations. The height of the outcrop is approximately 25m. (b) 1007 

Oblique view of a lens margin at Ras Hanzir. Riedel shears cut through the lens 1008 

causing thinning and elongation. Lens thickness is approximately 60cm. (c) Tapering 1009 

basal and lateral fringes of a lens at Ras Hanzir (lens 7 on Fig. 14a and 14b). Both 1010 

margins comprise cohesive fault breccia, but the lens core is relatively intact. Note the 1011 

similarity in orientation of the lateral margins of the lens with the fault striations. 1012 

 1013 

Fig. 9. Faulted Globigerina Limestone. (a) Highly disaggregated Globigerina 1014 

Limestone breccia juxtaposed against polished Lower Coralline Limestone slip 1015 

surface at Ras Hanzir (Fig. 4). Approaching the slip surface the fault rock grades from 1016 

a jigsaw breccia (top-right) to a coarse breccia of sub-rounded cm-scale clasts in a 1017 

moderately cohesive fine-grained matrix. The notebook is 20cm long. (b) Map of the 1018 

fault zone exposed in the Il-Miqtub sea inlet (Fig. 4), illustrating the occurrence of the 1019 

Globigerina Limestone within the fault zone as discontinuous lenses, commonly 1020 

restricted to concave corrugations on the footwall slip surface. 1021 

 1022 

Fig. 10. (a) Interpreted aerial photograph of the Tal-Gawwija breached relay ramp. 1023 

The boxed area denotes the position of Fig. 10b. The trace of the inferred breaching 1024 

fault offshore is unknown. (b) Baseline grid map of the breached relay (boxed area in 1025 

Fig. 10a). Relay deformation is accommodated by a network of synthetic and 1026 

antithetic faults that cause locally high bed dips. Towards the S of the exposure, 1027 
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solution erosion is intense and the relay deformation is mapped in less detail. (Cairn is 1028 

located at E0449713 N3964397). (c) Equal area stereonet of structural data from the 1029 

relay ramp. The pole to the fitted great circle represents the common intersection 1030 

point of intra-relay faults (synthetic and antithetic), relay bedding and ramp-bounding 1031 

faults. 1032 

 1033 

Fig. 11. (a) Geological map of the studied Ras il-Hamrija branch-line. Point ‘p’ 1034 

denotes the position of the viewpoint for Fig. 11b, whilst Point ‘q’ shows the 1035 

viewpoint for Fig. 15. The hangingwall structure is supplemented with data from Dart 1036 

(1991). Inset: sketch map enlargement of the offset trace of the principal fault. (b) 1037 

Photo-montage of the branch-line intersection with the polished main footwall slip 1038 

surface of the Maghlaq Fault, exposed as southwesterly facing cliff, viewed towards 1039 

the ESE. The fault intersection is marked by a steeply inclined zone of coarsely 1040 

brecciated Lower Coralline Limestone (highlighted by arrows) and, at the base of the 1041 

outcrop, Globigerina Limestone breccia. (c) Equal area stereonet of fault data derived 1042 

from the branch-line area. Note the close coincidence between fault slip lineations on 1043 

the ‘master’ fault and the branch-line orientation. 1044 

 1045 

Fig. 12. (a) Geological map of the branch-line outcropping at Halq it-Tafal. Point ‘p’ 1046 

denotes the viewpoint of Fig. 12b. (b) View looking ESE along the brecciated Lower 1047 

Coralline Limestone at the apex of the branch-line. Immediately beyond the breccia, 1048 

the contact of the Lower Coralline Limestone with the Globigerina Limestone is 1049 

dragged towards the branch-line apex. In the distance the Lower Coralline Limestone 1050 

beds are flat-lying. The cliff height in the foreground is approximately 30m. (c) Equal 1051 

area stereonet of fault data derived from the branch-line area. 1052 
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 1053 

Fig. 13. (a) Schematic diagrams illustrating the variability in branch-line orientations 1054 

between a 60º dipping principal fault and an intersecting fault with dips of 60º, 40º 1055 

and 80º. Black arrows represent the far-field extension direction. Dashed grey arrows 1056 

represent branch-line parallel slip, i.e. slip which minimizes related strain 1057 

compatibility problems. (b) Scheme of measurements used on plot Fig. 13c. (c) Plot 1058 

showing the variation in branch-line pitch on a 60º dipping principal fault for varying 1059 

angles of intersection of footwall intersecting faults that range in dip from 1º to 89º 1060 

(labelled curves). For intersecting faults steeper than the principal fault, the angle of 1061 

intersection may plunge in the direction of fault trace convergence. Intersecting faults 1062 

dipping less than the principal fault always plunge away from the direction of fault 1063 

trace convergence. 1064 

 1065 

Fig. 14. (a) Geological map of the Ras Hanzir fault bend, illustrating the rapid 1066 

changes in fault zone thickness from west to east and the development of a series of 1067 

stacked lenses, annotated 1 to 7. (Point ‘p’ denotes the position of the viewpoint of 1068 

Fig. 14c). (b) Stereonet of fault data derived from the footwall slip surface of the fault 1069 

bend. (c) View of the overlapping lenses on the footwall slip surface, looking WNW. 1070 

Fault zone lenses are annotated 1 to 7 in relation to Fig. 14a. Note the person for scale 1071 

(circled). 1072 

 1073 

Fig. 15. Photograph of a large scoop-shaped lens on the bend apex at Ras il-Hamrija, 1074 

looking WNW (viewpoint is shown in Fig. 11a; point ‘q’). The lens measures about 1075 

65m wide, 20m thick and >35m high, and has been displaced vertically 8-10m along 1076 

the footwall slip surface. Cliff height is approximately 35m. 1077 
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